Northern Hard
Maple Sports Flooring
Maple flooring has become an industry standard in sports surfacing due to its resilient nature and
attractive appearance. Robbins has a variety of maple flooring surface options to fit
every budget, building design, and life cycle desired including, Continuous Strip XL and
Random Length. All Robbins maple products are milled to meet or exceed strict MFMA
grading standards ensuring your athletic facility or arena has the best quality hardwood
surface on the market.

Continuous Strip® XL (PATENT# 5,930,967 & 6,023,900)
The patented end jointing process in Continuous Strip XL reduces the
number of end joints 75%, resulting in a stronger, more structurally
sound playing surface.
XL Maple installs faster, lays straighter, and requires less sanding at the
job site.

Random Length Hardwood Flooring
For over 100 years, Robbins MFMA commodity strip maple has provided a high quality playing surface for the
sporting industry, as well as commercial & residential
markets.
The solid hard maple construction offers durability, a
natural appearance, and a long lasting surface.

Additional XL Package Options:
XLplus (Precision Lineal Uniform Spacing)

XLplus “nub” provides auto
spacing with washer rows

XLplus is available as a specified option on all Continuous Strip maple, this
Robbins exclusive innovation virtually eliminates the need for expansion rows
(washer rows) in the floor. Patent protected and visually confirmed, XLplus adds
dimensional stability to the floor, eliminates the need to specify “ edge-grain”
maple strip, and reduces the need for unsightly, dirt catching expansion rows that
can contribute to poly-ball formation.
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Northern Hard Maple Sports Flooring
Grade Options:
1st

2nd & Btr.

3rd

*Note: As a product of nature with wonderful variations in grain and color, your floor may look different than the photos seen here. For color & grade accuracy, please consult your
Robbins dealer for samples. For more information or to confirm product availability, consult your dealer, or visit our website at robbinsfloor.com.

Product Specifications:
Specie

MFMA Northern Hard Maple
Robert F Kennedy High School
Installed by: Pacific Floor Company

Surface Construction Options

Continuous Strip XL
Random Length

Width Options

Continuous Strip XL: 2 ¼”, 3 ¼”, 4”, 5”
Random Length: 2 ¼”, 3 ¼”, 4”, 5”, 6”, 7”

Thickness Options

25/32”
33/32”

Grade Options

1st, 2nd & Btr., 3rd

LEED Contributions

MR credit 4, 5, & 7
IEQ 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4
FSC© Lumber Available
*Credits are based on products selected and
location of facility
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